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AUDIO INFORMATION FOR PEOPLE WITH PRINT DISABILITES

mission statement

QNS

QNS

Queensland Narrating Service is a non-profit community
organisation that enables print-disabled people to exercise
their right to access desired information in audio formats
enabling them to enrich their lives and participate in
decisions that affect them. We use skilled and motivated
volunteers and staff to precisely convert print material
into various media with due consideration for consumers’
special needs. Modern technology and systems are utilised
to provide a high quality, cost effective service. Consumer
service is our highest priority. We operate in a fair and
responsible manner in our dealings with volunteers, staff,
funding providers, print-disabled agencies and the broader
community.

quality
The Queensland Narrating Service employs stringent processes which
ensure that the quality of QNS audio books continues to improve and meet
the high standards expected by readers and librarians.
Narrators are skilled and motivated people often with backgrounds in radio
broadcasting and acting who read books into audio format for cassette and
CD.
Consumers special needs are an important consideration:

QNS

•

All cassettes and CDs are clearly identifiable by introductions,
endings and tactile numbering

•

CDs are track marked at each chapter for easy navigation

•

All QNS audio books are complete and unabridged

A full record for each title is available on the Australian Kinetica Database.

QNS

Our audio books are available for purchase by individuals with a print
disability, agencies serving print disabled people and public libraries. A
person with a print disability is someone who cannot read standard print
with ease.

THIS CATALOGUE IS AVAILABLE IN ALTERNATIVE FORMATS ON REQUEST
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prices

Completed orders will be dealt with promptly and are usually despatched
within 8 weeks of receipt (this time-frame may vary depending on the size
of the order). All audio books are despatched freight-free. Please quote
catalogue numbers when ordering. Orders can also be placed online at
http://cwpp.slq.qld.gov.au/qns

replacement cassettes, cds and folders
We provide a fast and efficient replacement cassette, CD and presentation
folder service. We guarantee replacement cassettes and CDs will always be
available for any title ordered regardless of when first issued.
When ordering replacement cassettes, CDs or folders please quote the
QNS catalogue number, and the cassette or CD number to be replaced. The
catalogue number is located on the front cover of the audio book, ensure you
write “CD” after the catalogue number if you require a replacement CD.

sales
information

orders

sales
information

All prices quoted in this catalogue include GST, presentation folders with full
colour cover insert. Catalogue items are also available in standard plastic
cassette cases.

Replacement cassettes and CDs cost $6.60 each, GST included. Cassette
and CD presentation folders, complete with cover inserts, may be purchased
separately, prices available on request.

QNS books have been recorded for the sole use of people with print
disabilities. No unauthorised copying, broadcasting or public performance
of these recordings is permitted.

enquiries

sales
information

all rights reserved

Queensland Narrating Service, PO Box 3376, South Brisbane BC Q 4101
(07) 3846 1755
(07) 3846 1415
qns@gil.com.au
http://cwpp.slq.qld.gov.au/qns
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sales
information

Should you require more information on any of our titles, please don’t
hesitate to contact us. We welcome your comments and feedback on our
new look covers and recording quality.

new audio book titles - cd
new cd
titles

ALLEN,
Geoff
Genre: Australiana
10 CDs
$86.00

OUTLAWS OF THE KIMBERLEY UNDERWORLD
Narrated by John Burnley
Cat. No. 3290CD

One hundred years ago, as the Boer War came to an end, the rugged Kimberley Range formed
the roughest and most remote cattle-country in Australia. It was five days hard ride from the
nearest township of Wyndhdam to Smokey’s Kimberley Underworld hideout. The police patrols
sent out to arrest King Smokey faced a daunting task. the few passes through the forbidding
King Leopold Ranges were guarded by fierce Aboriginal warriors known as munjons. The munjons waged a bitter war with the white stockmen; but for every spearing of he cudeas’ cattle,
there were savage reprisals and massacres.
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For Smokey and his loyal teenage follower colt, there is the ultimate freedom of fast-riding outlaws. Whether it’s stealing mobs of horses or seducing young women, hunting down a brutal
murdered or escaping from the mounted troopers with their black trackers, sex in the billabong
with Pixie and Jilly or riding an outsider in the Wyndham Cup, the Colt leads a life of which every
young man dreams.

DODD,
Marty

THEY LIKED ME, THE HORSES, STRAIGHTAWAY

Genre: Aboriginal Biography
3 CDs
$39.80
Cat. No. 3234CD

Narrated by George Bostock

This day we were going to let the horses go. They’d been working for a while and it was their
turn to have a spell. Old Alf Turner came down there watching the blokes tying their horses’
legs up. And he seen me get my horse and bring him up - just drop the reins on the ground and
the horse waiting down there while I went and got the hammer and the chisel and the rasp to
just pull the shoe off.
Then he seen me pick the horse’s leg up - pick it up and just hold it while the horse was standing there. And he was thinking, “Hey, what’s this bloke! Hey! He should tie his legs up”. And he
called out to me, “Hey! He might turn and kick you!”
“No,” I said, “He’d be right”.
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And I just took the horse’s shoe off and he just standing there with his head down and I was
there holding his leg up. Old Alf Turner got the biggest shock and he gave me the job of breaking horses after that, because the other blokes’ horses still wild. They can’t touch a horse or
the horse would kick them or something. But mine, mine were just quiet with me straight away.
That’s why he gave me the job breaking in horses.
Horses - I got to like horses.
They liked me the horses, straightaway.

FINGLETON,
Anthony

SWIMMING UPSTREAM

new cd
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Genre: Young Adult Fiction - Australiana
Narrated by Geoff Bartholomew
4 CDs
$46.40
Cat. No. 3297CD
Brisbane in the fifties. The Fingleton kids didn’t have much, but Tony always knew he could be
someone special. He just didn’t know how. Until his father Harold realised how fast Tony and
his kid brother could swim, and started training them to beat the world.
But when Harold’s past comes back to haunt him it’s Tony who has to bear the brunt of his
drunken rages.
Swimming Upstream tells how he learnt to keep trying despite everything. It is the inspirational
memoir of a boy who found the determination to succeed.
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new audio book titles - cd
IS THAT YOU, RUTHIE?

Genre: Aboriginal Biography
Narrated by Roxanne Mc Donald
5 CDs
$53.00
Cat. No. 3304CD
“Is that you...? Matron ‘s voice would ring out across the dormitory, night or day. In that pause
sixty little girls would stop in their tracks, waiting to hear who was in trouble. All too often it was
Ruthie - Ruth Hegarty, the author and central character of this vivid and authentic account of the
lives of the Cherbourg Aboriginal Mission “dormitory girls”, who were inmates at Queensland’s
most notorious Aboriginal institution.

new cd
titles

HEGARTY,
Ruth

Shining through this lively and entertaining story is the resourcefulness of the children, and the
strong and lasting bonds of friendship which developed to replace the bonds of family destroyed
by a repressive government policy. Never a victim, Ruth triumphs over adversity and inspires
with her optimism and spirit.

Mc CALL,
Rupert
Genre: Australiana
2 CDs
$33.20

STORIES FOR THE OLD MAN
Narrated by John Burnley
Cat. No. 3219CD

new cd
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Separated from her mother at age four, Ruth came to depend on her own inner resources, and
on the love and support of her fellow dormitory girls. A natural leader, this high spirited little girl
grew into an outspoken young woman with a well-developed sense of natural justice.

From Australia’s favourite poet, Rupert McCall, here is a wonderfully heartwarming collection of
poems which he has dedicated to his father and grandfather. It includes the very moving ‘Ode
to the Old Man’.
This is Rupert’s first collection since his bestselling Green & Gold Malaria which was embraced
by Australians everywhere.
With poems written for Stuart Diver, Steve Waugh, Darren Beadman, and Pat Rafter, McCall
celebrates those he admires in sport and in many other walks of life with his usual verve, passion and wry humour.

THE CROSS LEGGED KNIGHT
Produced in the studios & in association with Radio 4RPH

Genre: Adult Fiction: Mystery
12 CDs
$99.20
Cat. No. 3287CD

Narrated by Robyn Frost
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ROBB,
Candace

England 1371: a solemn convoy wends its way into York. William of Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester, is bringing home the remains of Sir Ranulf Pagnell, patriarch of a powerful local family,
who has died in France. But the family hold the bishop responsible for Sir Ranulf’s death, and
ill feeling surrounds his arrival.

The Archbishop of York, John Thoresby, asks Owen Archer for his help. The one-eyed spy
is troubled. Was the fire an accident or arson? Was the woman trapped or the fire started to
conceal a corpse? Stationing guards in front of the smouldering remains, he starts to ask questions. When it appears the dead woman was a midwife known to many of the city’s women,
including Lucie, Owen’s wife, his quest becomes personal.
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An accident in the grounds of York Minster nearly kills the bishop. Then, only a few days later,
his townhouse is found ablaze. When the body of a young woman is discovered in the undercroft of the house, scandal threatens to destroy Wykeham.

new audio book titles - cd
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RUDOLPH,
Ivan
Genre: Australiana
11 CDs
$92.60

FULFILLING THE VISION FLYNN’S OUTBACK ANGELS VOLUME II
Narrated by Kerry Gallimore
Cat. No. 3250CD

This story is not only about high drama and coping with emergency illnesses, it is also about
the loyalty and fellowship which transcend privation. There is a potpourri of hilarious stories
reported by the nurses in such places as Halls Creek, Kununurra, Fitzroy Crossing, Coen and
Alice Springs. Jean Auld’s adventures in the Birdsville hospital in the late 1940s encompassed
a rat plague, a flood, scabies, emergency childbirth, pulling teeth, preaching and an almost fatal
truck explosion.
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Most touching was Lois Hurse’s work with outback children in a humble hostel at Halls Creek in
the 1950s and the delightful story of how these shy outback children visited the Queen Mother
in Canberra in 1957. Beth Symonds’ intimate letters home from her AIM posts in Oodnadatta
in the ‘50s and Coen in the ‘60s evoking her midwifery with Aboriginal girls, her treatment of
Aboriginal babies and her desperate attempts to save the sick and the wounded.
Adelaide Miethke’s achievements for outback women in Central Australia and in developing the
famous School of the Air for children are legendary. The stories of Meg and Fred McKay are a
highlight of the book. And, uniting all of these wonderfully vivid stories is John Flynn’s Mantle
of Safety. If we Australians can re-discover the bush camaraderie and love that are alive in this
book, we shall be a great nation.

SHAW,
Patricia

THE DREAM SEEKERS

Genre: Adult Fiction: Historical
19 CDs
$145.40
Cat. No. 3284CD

Narrated by Delys Henderson

Father Beitz has a dream. From his home in 1870s Hamburg, he plans to pioneer an idyllic
German community in faraway Australia, in a backwoods hamlet, barely settled, called Bundaberg.

But when they arrive they find the land, bought for them by Father Beitz, is nothing but jungle,
and before long it seems the trials of their new home may force the community to disintegrate.
As time passes, a combination of courage and determination carries the pioneers beyond their
fears, but a new threat awaits. A murderer has begun his journey from Hamburg in the guise
of a curate requested by Father Beitz and is set on destroying the emigrants’ utopia for his own
ends. Only an elderly Aborigine mystic sees the evil that threatens them, but can he warn them
in time?
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He soon finds other dreamers eager to join him, thrilled by the prospect of a sunny clime, cheap
arable land, and their own Lutheran society. Among them are the wealthy merchant Hubert
Hoepper, the farmer Jakob Meissner and his family, and a woman named Eva Zimmerman,
determined to see her children educated.
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Narrated by John Burnley
Cat. No. 3290

One hundred years ago, as the Boer War came to an end, the rugged Kimberley Range formed
the roughest and most remote cattle-country in Australia. It was five days hard ride from the
nearest township of Wyndham to Smokey’s Kimberley Underworld hideout. The police patrols
sent out to arrest King Smokey faced a daunting task. The few passes through the forbidding
King Leopold Ranges were guarded by fierce Aboriginal warriors known as munjons. The munjons waged a bitter war with the white stockmen; but for every spearing of the cudeas’ cattle,
there were savage reprisals and massacres.
For Smokey and his loyal teenage follower colt, there is the ultimate freedom of fast-riding outlaws. Whether it’s stealing mobs of horses or seducing young women, hunting down a brutal
murderer or escaping from the mounted troopers with their black trackers, sex in the billabong
with Pixie and Jilly or riding an outsider in the Wyndham Cup, the Colt leads a life of which every
young man dreams.

BINCHY,
Maeve

QUENTINS

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
9 cassettes
$74.40
Cat. No. 3296

Narrated by Barbara Duncan

Every table at Quentins Restaurant has a thousand stories to tell: tales of love, betrayal and
revenge. There has been great hope and deep despair. The staff who come and go have stories of their own, and the restaurant itself has had times when it looked set fair for success and
others when it seemed doomed to failure. Ella Brady wants to make a documentary about the
renowned Dublin restaurant that has captured the spirit of a generation and city in the years it
has been open.

TIME & TIDE

Genre: Adult Fiction: Historical Romance
10 cassettes $81.00
Cat. No. 3300

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson

The death of her mother in 1813 brings added responsibility to 17 year old Anna Mason. A
self-confident girl, she has to shed her girlhood sooner than she would have expected as she
assumes many of her mother’s tasks in running the household of Hawkshead Manor.
Julian Kirby, a family friend, is entranced by Anna but she doesn’t feel she is able to return his
affections while her father remains so devastated by his wife’s death. However, whilst Anna’s
father, John Mason, is an outwardly respectable merchant operating out of Whitby, he is also
the brains behind a leading smuggling operation in the district. And with his focus elsewhere,
his business - legitimate and otherwise - is at risk; a fact which may have serious repercussions for the Mason family and Anna’s future when she stumbles on the truth....
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BLAIR,
Jessica
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Genre: Australiana
7 cassettes
$56.20

OUTLAWS OF THE KIMBERLEY UNDERWORLD
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ALLEN,
Geoff
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COX,
Josephine

JINNIE

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
7 cassettes
$56.20
Cat. No. 3294

Narrated by Margaret Nielsen

Jinnie is the child from a one-night liaison between Louise Hunter’s husband, Ben, and Louise’s
sister, Susan. When Ben takes his own life, and Susan deserts the newborn child, Louise puts
aside her own heartache and, after a long and bitter struggle, adopts little Jinnie as her own.
Over the years, Louise and Jinnie form a wonderful relationship, and all is well. Until the day a
letter arrives from Susan, saying she intends to get Jinnie back.
There are others whose lives are badly affected by the tragic events of the past: Adam, who
witnessed his mother’s murder, and his sister, Hannah, inwardly traumatised by what she saw
that night. And their beloved grandmother, who longs to keep them safe but knows in her heart
that the day will soon come when she must take them back to the place where it all happened.
Meanwhile, Eric Forester, who has loved Louise from the start, is determined to stay by her side
throughout her troubles, even though he knows she can never allow herself to love him. Not
while she is haunted by the guilt of her husband’s death, and what drove him to it. Her solace
down the years is little Jinnie, and their close relationship. But what will happen when Jinnie
finds out the truth?

CRANE,
Teresa

TREACHEROUS WATERS

Genre: Adult Fiction: General
7 cassettes
$56.20
Cat. No. 3220

Narrated by Kerry Gallimore

London, Spring 1925, and E. M. Forster’s poignant question from A Passage to India is playing
heavily on the mind of Annie Sancerre. Her French husband was killed in the first World War,
before their son Davie was born, and since then the young widow has put the boy first in everything. Her motherly instincts now tell her that Davie, at ten years old, would benefit greatly
from having a father, and when Fergus Cameron proposes to her, Annie knows that he can offer
them both comfort and security.
But is that reason enough to marry? Fergus is no romantic; indeed, he prides himself on being a temperate and restrained man. Annie, however, is growing to feel there must be more to
life than just safety and good sense. And when she and Davie bump into Richard Ross near
their home in Kew, her instincts are proved correct. Richard, a lawyer who practises in London
and Paris, has an easygoing charm and rangy good looks, and he and Annie strike up the sort
of bond that Annie yearns for. Despite hardly knowing him, she agrees, at his insistence, to
become his wife.
But strange things are soon unsettling Annie. On a visit to a fortune-teller, she is warned, ‘You
do well to fear the treacherous waters.’ And Richard, meanwhile, is curiously keen for her and
Davie to visit Paris - the place of Davie’s birth. Annie has long had a phobia about water, and
despite attempts to cure her, is unable to make the crossing. Richard insists on travelling with
Davie alone, a suggestion which Annie accepts, but one she is soon bitterly to regret.
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TEMPTATION

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
7 cassettes
$56.20
Cat. No. 3285

Narrated by Kerry Gallimore

The year is 1909, and Temperance O’Neil is a woman ahead of her time. A women’s rights
activist devoted to helping single mothers on the streets of New York City, Temperance is, at
29, happily married to her work - which she funds with a substantial inheritance. Unfortunately,
her new stepfather feels very differently on the subject and, due to laws that Temperance finds
infuriatingly outdated, he controls all of her money. Angus McCairn insists she quit her career
and, as a respectable unmarried daughter should, live in his house in Edinburgh. With no other
choice, Temperance heads for Scotland with one mission - to drive Angus crazy. Soon, an exasperated Angus makes her a most unlikely offer: to pose as housekeeper to Angus’ nephew,
James, in a secret attempt to find him a wife. If - and only if - she succeeds in matchmaking,
she will be allowed to return to New York.

DODD,
Marty

THEY LIKED ME, THE HORSES, STRAIGHTAWAY

Genre: Aboriginal Biography
2 cassettes
$23.20
Cat. No. 3234

Narrated by George Bostock

This day we were going to let the horses go. They’d been working for a while and it was their
turn to have a spell. Old Alf Turner came down there watching the blokes tying their horses’
legs up. And he seen me get my horse and bring him up - just drop the reins on the ground and
the horse waiting down there while I went and got the hammer and the chisel and the rasp to
just pull the shoe off.
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DEVERAUX,
Jude
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Then he seen me pick the horse’s leg up - pick it up and just hold it while the horse was standing there. And he was thinking, “Hey, what’s this bloke! Hey! He should tie his legs up”. And he
called out to me, “Hey! He might turn and kick you!”

Horses - I got to like horses.
They liked me the horses, straightaway.
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And I just took the horse’s shoe off and he just standing there with his head down and I was
there holding his leg up. Old Alf Turner got the biggest shock and he gave me the job of breaking horses after that, because the other blokes’ horses still wild. They can’t touch a horse or
the horse would kick them or something. But mine, mine were just quiet with me straight away.
That’s why he gave me the job breaking in horses.
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“No,” I said, “He’d be right”.
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DOYLE,
Roddy
Genre: Auto-biography
9 cassettes
$74.40

RORY & ITA
Narrated by Graham Webster
Cat. No. 3291

Rory & Ita, Roddy Doyle’s first non-fiction book, tells - largely in their own words - the story of
his parents’ lives from their first memories to the present. Born in 1923 and 1925 respectively,
they met at a New Year’s Eve dance in 1947 and married in 1951. They remember every detail
of their Dublin childhoods - the people (aunts, cousins, shopkeepers, friends, teachers), the
politics (both came from Republican families), idyllic times in the Wexford countryside for Ita,
Rory’s apprenticeship as a printer. Ita’s mother died when she was three (‘the only memory I
have is of her hands, doing things’); Rory was the oldest of nine children, five of them girls.
By the time they put down a deposit of two hundred pounds for a house in Kilbarrack, Rory was
working as a compositor at the Irish Independent. By the time the first of their four children was
born he’d become a teacher, at the School of Printing in Dublin. Kilbarrack began to change
(‘it wasn’t a rural place any more’) and Ireland too. Through their eyes we see the intensely
Catholic society of their youth being transformed into the vibrant, modern Ireland of today.
Both Rory and Ita Doyle are marvellous talkers, with excellent memories, so combined with
Roddy Doyle’s legendary skill in illuminating ordinary experience, it makes for a book of tremendous warmth and humanity.

FINGLETON,
Anthony

SWIMMING UPSTREAM

Genre: Young Adult Fiction - Australiana
3 cassettes
$29.80
Cat. No. 3297

Narrated by Geoff Bartholomew

Brisbane in the fifties. The Fingleton kids didn’t have much, but Tony always knew he could be
someone special. He just didn’t know how. Until his father Harold realised how fast Tony and
his kid brother could swim, and started training them to beat the world.
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But when Harold’s past comes back to haunt him it’s Tony who has to bear the brunt of his
drunken rages.
Swimming Upstream tells how he learnt to keep trying despite everything. It is the inspirational
memoir of a boy who found the determination to succeed.

FORBES,
Colin

THE VORPAL BLADE

Genre: Adult Fiction: Thriller
9 cassettes
$74.40
Cat. No. 3280

Narrated by Betty McGinley

His roles combine. He realizes enormous power is behind the systematic massacre. Russell
Straub, Vice President, expected to be the next US president, continues to dog the footsteps of
the strange Arbogast family. Why?
There is weird Roman Arbogast, creator of a world conglomerate; his daughter Sophie, volatile
scientist; Marienetta, his brilliant, captivating niece. Tweed’s investigation is hampered by pressure from the British and American governments. What terrible secret are they concealing?
Tweed encounters unbalanced playboy Black Jack Diamond; the Romanian Elena Brucan,
sensitive to evil; criminologist Abraham Seale; Sam Snyder, unscrupulous journalist. Some will
be victims of the dreaded Vorpal Blade.
But it is shrewd, stubborn Paula Grey, risking her life, who eventually tracks down the wielder of
the blade. By herself, underground in a remote mountainous zone.
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Genre: Adult Fiction: Historical Romance
5 cassettes
$43.00
Cat. No. 3205

Narrated by Kerry Gallimore

January 1843: Liddy Landser, heroine of The Surgeon’s Apprentice, has returned to Bromsgrove
in disgrace, to take up a position as schoolmistress at the local workhouse. The position has
been engineered for her by George Harcourt, Liddy’s father’s creditor. Harcourt is a man entirely lacking moral fibre, and has one ambition only: to possess Liddy, in body and spirit, and to
see her family ruined.
In the harsh environment of the Bromsgrove Workhouse, ruled over by the unscrupulous Melens, there is little to comfort Liddy. But she takes pleasure in her relationships with some of the
children, and she resolves to see their wretched lot improve. Then there are the regular visits of
the workhouse doctor, handsome James Kerr, who seems to Liddy to embody all that is decent,
honourable and kind in a cruel and unforgiving world.

GEDDES,
Margaret
Genre: Biography
12 cassettes $94.20

REMEMBERING BRADMAN
Narrated by Geoff Bartholomew
Cat. No. 3273

A detailed biography of Sir Donald Bradman in the form of interviews with many of his friends,
work and cricketing colleagues.

GOULD,
Judith

A MOMENT IN TIME

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
10 cassettes $81.00
Cat. No. 3213

Narrated by Sandra McIntyre

But there are other changes in Valerie’s life. She has blossomed into an attractive, outgoing
woman; a fact that does not go unnoticed by the wealthy and fiery-tempered Teddy de Mornay.
Charming and popular, and certainly handsome, Teddy appears to be the ideal man for Valerie.
But as she quickly discovers, his smile conceals a rather different nature and, like her own
mother, he too has his expectations...

THE BISHOP AND THE BEGGAR GIRL OF ST
GERMAIN

Genre: Adult Fiction: Mystery
6 cassettes
$49.60
Cat. No. 3265
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Valerie Rochelle has struggled all her life. An awkward teenager growing up in the mountains
of New York State, her adolescence was spent rebelling against her parents’ grand plans for
her future, and their expectations regarding her professional and social life. Starved of their
affection, Valerie turned to animals for comfort and quickly developed a special bond with them.
Against her mother’s wishes, she decided to become a veterinarian.

GREELEY,
Andrew M.
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THE WORKHOUSE DOCTOR

Narrated by Barry Nielsen

A priest has gone missing in Paris, and bishop Blackie Ryan is sent to the rescue. The missing
cleric is not just an ordinary Dominican friar, but the most popular priest in all of France. Popular because in a very short time Frere Jean-Claude - a simple, pious priest of humble origins
- has become a television superstar, idolized by the people of France, a traditionally anticlerical
country. Loved by everyone except, of course, the French hierarchy, the church, state, and
television community.
The Archbishop of Paris, familiar with Bishop Blackie’s impressive sleuthing skills, asks the
Archbishop of Chicago and Blackie’s boss, Sean Cardinal Cronin, for help in finding the missing
priest. As usual, Cardinal Cronin resolves the matter with a brusque “See to it, Blackie”.
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GRIFFIN,
W.E.B.

Genre: Adult Fiction: Action
9 cassettes
$74.40
Cat. No. 3288

Narrated by Bill Sheehy

June 1941 - war clouds break over Europe. Determined that the United States will be prepared,
Franklin D Roosevelt and ‘Wild Bill’ Donovan create the Office of Strategic Services, the most
complex espionage organisation in history.
Young and daring, the handpicked members of the OSS assemble under a thin camouflage of
diplomacy before dispersing throughout the world. The entire outcome of the war may hinge
on their operations. And of them all, no operation may be more critical than the one being conducted by hotshot pilot,, Richard Canidy, and half-German maverick Eric Fulmar. Their mission:
to secure a rare ore that will power a top-secret weapon - the atomic bomb.

HAMMOND,
Gerald

THE SNATCH

Genre: Adult Fiction: Mystery
5 cassettes
$43.00
Cat. No. 3298

Narrated by Brian Rowell

Two young girls are kidnapped for ransom by a pair of desperate but naive builders. But the
girls, who are just as anxious for money and independence, soon dominate the two men and
set up a robbery of their own. When this happens to cut across a bigger enterprise by another gang, they win more than they had bargained for. Violence and even romance rear their

HEGARTY,
Ruth
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IN THE LINE OF DUTY

IS THAT YOU, RUTHIE?

Genre: Aboriginal Biography
3 cassettes
$29.80
Cat. No. 3304

Narrated by Roxanne Mc Donald

“Is that you...? Matron ‘s voice would ring out across the dormitory, night or day. In that pause
sixty little girls would stop in their tracks, waiting to hear who was in trouble. All too often it was
Ruthie - Ruth Hegarty, the author and central character of this vivid and authentic account of the
lives of the Cherbourg Aboriginal Mission “dormitory girls”, who were inmates at Queensland’s
most notorious Aboriginal institution.
Separated from her mother at age four, Ruth came to depend on her own inner resources, and
on the love and support of her fellow dormitory girls. A natural leader, this high spirited little girl
grew into an outspoken young woman with a well-developed sense of natural justice.
Shining through this lively and entertaining story is the resourcefulness of the children, and the
strong and lasting bonds of friendship which developed to replace the bonds of family destroyed
by a repressive government policy. Never a victim, Ruth triumphs over adversity and inspires
with her optimism and spirit.
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Genre: Adult Fiction: General
7 cassettes
$56.20
Cat. No. 3286

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson

Two women meet by chance, during a dangerously hot Californian summer; sanity and safety
are threatened as the heat mounts to an unbearable pitch.
Lila Grey reads fortunes from tea-leaves. Either that, or she just has a feeling from people’s
circumstances and their problems - call it female intuition. But there is one thing she can’t bear
to see, and that is a child in the tea-leaves - the symbol for pregnancy - and when she sees it in
Rae Perry’s cup she never ever wants to have to see her again.
Rae Perry has run away from home, and from her mother’s warnings, with Jessup, a man
whose callous indifference to other people has driven everyone away but herself. When he
leaves her, isolated and pregnant, she turns in her loneliness to a stranger, to Lila.
Frightened and reluctant, but unable to escape, Lila is forced to face the younger woman, and
in facing her, to reach into the past and come to terms with her own secret, shameful pregnancy
and the baby she lost.

Mc CALL,
Rupert
Genre: Australiana
2 cassettes
$23.20

STORIES FOR THE OLD MAN
Narrated by John Burnley
Cat. No. 3219

From Australia’s favourite poet, Rupert McCall, here is a wonderfully heartwarming collection of
poems which he has dedicated to his father and grandfather. It includes the very moving ‘Ode
to the Old Man’.

With poems written for Stuart Diver, Steve Waugh, Darren Beadman, and Pat Rafter, McCall
celebrates those he admires in sport and in many other walks of life with his usual verve, passion and wry humour.

OLDFIELD,
Pamela

EARLY ONE MORNING

Genre: Adult Fiction: General
5 cassettes
$43.00
Cat. No. 3247

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson

For five years Nancy Franklin has been madly in love with charming, wealthy Lawrence Wilton.
Now it is 1903, there are only twelve weeks to go until her wedding, and her happy ending is
almost in sight. Little does Nancy know, however, that scandal and tragedy are lying in wait
for her. Her father’s beautiful young wife, Lilian, Nancy’s stepmother, runs away with one of
Lawrence’s friends, and there are implications for Nancy’s engagement, especially when she
discovers that her fiancé was all too aware of the affair. Then her father dies unexpectedly, and
Nancy is forced to put her own feelings aside. She is the only person who can be trusted to run
the family racing stable - with a little help from horse owner John Brayde...
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This is Rupert’s first collection since his bestselling Green & Gold Malaria which was embraced
by Australians everywhere.

new cassette
titles

FORTUNE’S DAUGHTER

new cassette
titles

HOFFMAN,
Alice

new cassette
titles

new audio book titles - cassettes

new cassette
titles

new cassette
titles

new audio book titles - cassettes
PEMBERTON,
Victor

A PERFECT STRANGER

Genre: Adult Fiction: Historical
10 cassettes $81.00
Cat. No. 3289

For young couples like Ruth Madiewsky and Tom Phillips, the advent of the Second World War
changes everything. So, when Tom proposes to Ruth during seven days’ leave, despite being
only twenty, Ruth says yes. After all, who knows if they’ll ever see each other again? And, if
they do, will things be the same?
But a year goes by and there’s no news from Tom. Is he missing, presumed dead? Or, even
worse, has he forgotten about Ruth and their whirlwind romance? Ruth is forced to get on with
her life and, despite her promise to Tom, she finds herself enjoying attention from another. It is
this temptation which threatens to alter Ruth’s life for ever, and, when the war is finally over, she
will find the battle for her own personal freedom and safety has just begun...

RUDOLPH,
Ivan
Genre: Australiana
7 cassettes
$56.20

FULFILLING THE VISION FLYNN’S OUTBACK ANGELS VOLUME II
Narrated by Kerry Gallimore
Cat. No. 3250

This story is not only about high drama and coping with emergency illnesses, it is also about
the loyalty and fellowship which transcend privation. There is a potpourri of hilarious stories
reported by the nurses in such places as Halls Creek, Kununurra, Fitzroy Crossing, Coen and
Alice Springs. Jean Auld’s adventures in the Birdsville hospital in the late 1940s encompassed
a rat plague, a flood, scabies, emergency childbirth, pulling teeth, preaching and an almost fatal
truck explosion.

new cassette
titles

Most touching was Lois Hurse’s work with outback children in a humble hostel at Halls Creek in
the 1950s and the delightful story of how these shy outback children visited the Queen Mother
in Canberra in 1957. Beth Symonds’ intimate letters home from her AIM posts in Oodnadatta
in the ‘50s and Coen in the ‘60s evoking her midwifery with Aboriginal girls, her treatment of
Aboriginal babies and her desperate attempts to save the sick and the wounded.
Adelaide Miethke’s achievements for outback women in Central Australia and in developing the
famous School of the Air for children are legendary. The stories of Meg and Fred McKay are a
highlight of the book. And, uniting all of these wonderfully vivid stories is John Flynn’s Mantle
of Safety. If we Australians can re-discover the bush camaraderie and love that are alive in this
book, we shall be a great nation.

SAXTON,
Judith

A PLACE IN THE SUN

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
4 cassettes
$36.40
Cat. No. 3257

new cassette
titles

Narrated by Michelle Caitens

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson

Taking up a job as a nanny to a five year old boy might not appeal to everyone. But when the
job is on a Caribbean island and the boy is the motherless son of a wealthy French plantation
owner - well, it is a very welcome change from the typing pool, thinks Deborah, looking forward
to the adventure. And Deborah is not disappointed, though her employer, Guy Frenaye, has a
few surprises in store for her - as she has for him...
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SAXTON,
Judith

FALSE COLOURS

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
4 cassettes
$36.40
Cat. No. 3262

Narrated by Trish Iliff

In the end, Frankie has decided to follow Trevor’s advice - to leave home. She goes to meet
him at a port, where he’s promised to find her work, and when she thinks she’s found the ship
that he’s on, she goes aboard. But it’s the wrong ship and before she can undo her mistake,
she finds herself at sea on a fishing trawler headed for the Arctic.

new cassette
titles

new audio book titles - cassettes

THE DREAM SEEKERS

Genre: Adult Fiction: Historical
14 cassettes $107.40
Cat. No. 3284

Narrated by Delys Henderson

Father Beitz has a dream. From his home in 1870s Hamburg, he plans to pioneer an idyllic
German community in faraway Australia, in a backwoods hamlet, barely settled, called Bundaberg.
He soon finds other dreamers eager to join him, thrilled by the prospect of a sunny clime, cheap
arable land, and their own Lutheran society. Among them are the wealthy merchant Hubert
Hoepper, the farmer Jakob Meissner and his family, and a woman named Eva Zimmerman,
determined to see her children educated.

STAPLES,
Mary Jane

THE HOMECOMING

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
7 cassettes
$56.20
Cat. No. 3295

Narrated by Delys Henderson

It is 1946, and with the war finally at an end the younger members of the Adams family, parted
for the duration begin to come home. Boots is reunited with Polly and their twins, his son Tim
returns to the welcoming arms of brave Felicity, and Bobby and Helene, their dangerous work
in occupied France at an end, come home at last. Chinese Lady can resume her role as the
matriarch of an ever-growing clan. But grandson Daniel is still serving in an army unit out in
Palestine, where his life is in considerable danger, and his American fiancee Patsy counts the
days until his return.
While the new Labour government struggles with the problems of a country drained by the war,
Sammy pursues his business interests with renewed energy and unfailing optimism. Many new
family members - small babies, sweethearts, husbands and wives - join in as the whole Adams
family comes together as never before to celebrate the return of peace.
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But when they arrive they find the land, bought for them by Father Beitz, is nothing but jungle,
and before long it seems the trials of their new home may force the community to disintegrate.
As time passes, a combination of courage and determination carries the pioneers beyond their
fears, but a new threat awaits. A murderer has begun his journey from Hamburg in the guise
of a curate requested by Father Beitz and is set on destroying the emigrants’ utopia for his own
ends. Only an elderly Aborigine mystic sees the evil that threatens them, but can he warn them
in time?

new cassette
titles

SHAW,
Patricia

new cassette
titles

Not only does Frankie have to endure the rough life on board, but, having been mistaken for the
galley boy, she must maintain the pretence of being a man. And when the skipper discovers her
secret, she finds that she is now in his power.

new cassette
titles

new audio book titles - cassettes
TRIMBLE,
Louis

VALLEY OF VIOLENCE

Genre: Adult Fiction: Western
4 cassettes
$36.40
Cat. No. 3302

Narrated by John Burnley

‘Get off the land!’
Those were the orders from Tom Rothroy, boss of the big Kettle Ranch. From the Moon Mountains to Desert End, he had his eye on the whole valley.

new cassette
titles

But reckless Val Maynard had his eye on Rothroy - and he roused a grumbling town to violent
action against the clutching cattle-king.

new cassette
titles
new cassette
titles

So Rothroy dug in to fight the town...and his trigger-finger didn’t itch any less when he heard
that Maynard was after his girl, too...

TROLLOPE,
Joanna

GIRL FROM THE SOUTH

Genre: Adult Fiction: General
7 cassettes
$56.20
Cat. No. 3215

Narrated by Barbara Duncan

Set partly in London and partly in South Carolina, Girl From the South follows the fortunes of a
small group of the young and the single - the children, in fact, of sixties swingers. They have,
it seems, infinite opportunity, but are bedevilled by indecision, by the breadth of choice, by the
inflexibility of tradition, by the consequences of their parents’ careless marital history - and by
being still dazzled by the nineteenth-century vision of the sublimity of romantic love. The men
can’t commit, the girls can’t reconcile independence and maternity, the rules seem to be vanishing. And time, of course, is passing....
Girl From the South is a novel of infinite delights and startling insights whose appeal will be
wider than ever, extending to readers, old and new, of every generation and disposition.

WILLETT,
Marcia

FORGOTTEN LAUGHTER

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
10 cassettes $81.00
Cat. No. 3307

Narrated by Margaret Nielsen

When Louise Parry arrives at Foxhole for her summer holiday, she is welcomed by kind, sensitive Brigid Foster and her incorrigible, elderly mother, Frummie. Amid the peace of Dartmoor,
Louise tries to forget the haunting memories from her past but an unexpected visitor forces her
to remember.
Meanwhile, Brigid is battling with her own painful memories. It seems she cannot forgive her
mother for abandoning her as a child, nor can she accept that her bold, beautiful half-sister,
Jemima, was the daughter whom her mother chose to keep.
But, as the summer passes, laughter returns to Foxhole. New relationships are formed, old
wounds are healed and past love is rekindled. It is time for each of the women to learn that only
in letting go of the past can they find life for today and hope for tomorrow.
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Genre: Adult Fiction: Historical
7 cassettes
$56.20
Cat. No. 3267

Narrated by Margaret Nielsen

Suddenly and tragically orphaned, Mary Dean must find an extra source of income if she and
her young brother are to escape the workhouse. The matchbox factory where she works pays
poorly and she is desperate. Tempted by the lure of the House of Assignation, Mary accepts an
invitation to become a courtesan in the exclusive establishment. Her very first client, Sir Walter,
is entranced by her beauty and innocence; he insists that she be his and his alone.
But another threat lurks in the shadows. Mary’s neighbour, a midwife, is righteous in her hatred
of prostitution, and holds the key to a menacing secret - the identity of the terrifying Whitechapel
murderer....the infamous Jack the Ripper.
Mary has no idea of the peril she has placed herself in or the intentions of those who surround
her. Who can she trust...if anyone?

forthcoming books
AVENGER
by Frederick Forsyth

by MAEVE HARAN

BOTTLED SPIDER
by John Gardner
THE RECKLESS MISS GRAINGER
by Margaret Pemberton
Watching Out
by ANN GRANGER
ON EMERALD DOWNS
by Patricia Shaw
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Cat
No.
3244

Author & Title

ALLBEURY, Ted
Rules of the Game
2921
BANNERMAN, Mark
Renegade Rose
3231
BARCLEY, Tessa
Farewell Performance
3266
BINGHAM, Charlotte
The Chestnut Tree
2868
BOWER, B.M.
Trouble Rides the Wind
2856
BRAND, Max
The Wolf Strain
2879
BRAND, Max
Brother of the Cheyennes
3041
BRAND, Max
Mountain Riders
3190
BRAND, Max
The Lightning Warrior
3230
BRAND, Max
The Outlaw Redeemer
2919
BRIDGES, Ben
Thunder Gorge
3243
CALLINAN, Ian
The Missing Masterpiece
3251
CLANCY, Tom
Red Rabbit
3258
DAISH, Elizabeth
Velvet and Steel
3241
GRANGER, Ann
A Restless Evil
3189
HAYCOX, Ernest
Trouble Shooter
3269
KELLERMAN, Kaye
Stone Kiss
3274
KELLERMAN, Jonathan
The Murder Book
3281CD LITTLE, Brenda
Dear Henry
3253
McBAIN, Ed
Running from Legs and Other
Stories
3232
McCUTCHAN, Philip
Ogilvie’s Act of Cowardice

Genre

Price

Adult Fiction: Action

$49.60

Adult Fiction: Western

$36.40

Adult Fiction: Mystery

$49.60

Adult Fiction: Romance

$62.80

Adult Fiction: Western

$36.40

Adult Fiction: Western

$49.60

Adult Fiction: Western

$49.60

Adult Fiction: Western

$29.80

Adult Fiction: Western

$43.00

Adult Fiction: Western

$36.40

Adult Fiction: Western

$36.40

Adult Fiction: Adventure

$49.60

Adult Fiction: Action

$114.00

Adult Fiction: Historical

$36.40

Adult Fiction: Mystery

$62.80

Adult Fiction: Western

$49.60

Adult Fiction: Mystery

$74.40

Adult Fiction: Mystery

$81.00

Adult Fiction: General

$59.60

Adult Fiction: Historical

$36.40

Adult Fiction: General

$49.60
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best seller titles - cd and cassette
Price

Adult Fiction: Romance

$43.00

Adult Fiction: Action

$62.80

Adult Fiction: Western

$29.80

Adult Fiction: Western

$29.80

Adult Fiction: Western

$56.20

Adult Fiction: Western

$43.00

Adult Fiction: Western

$36.40

Adult Fiction: Western

$36.40

Adult Fiction: Western

$29.80

Australiana

$49.60

Adult Fiction: General

$43.00
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PAIGE, Frances
A Day at the Races
3252
REEMAN, Douglas
Twelve Seconds to Live
3271
RICHARDS, D. J.
The Haunting Wind
2985
RIPLEY, Alvin
Texas Pay-Off
2956
ROSS, Dana fuller
Celebration
3191
SHELTON, Gene
Last Gun
2973
SHERIFF, Jack
Bury Him Deep in Tombstone
2984
SHERIFF, Jack
Incident at Powder River
3042
SHERIFF, Jack
Midnight Hawk
3261CD SIEMON, Rosamond
The Mayne Inheritance
3272
WELDON, Fay
The Bvlgari Connection
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